A TRADITION OF INNOVATION SINCE 1883

PARADISE FRUITS SOLUTIONS by Jahncke
**CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS**

Freshest ideas from northern Germany: Paradise Fruits Solutions was established in 1986. Our target: To supply an increasing demand for premium high fruit content ingredients in the booming food industry.

We are the experts in design and delivery of cutting-edge, finest fruit granulates, pastes and shapes. Using state-of-the-art processing technology, we create tailor-made ingredient and snack solutions – constantly in close dialogue with our global customers.

**THE PERFECT WAY**

Quick and healthy: Our rapid, low heat concentration technology processes high volumes of fresh or frozen fruits, juices and purées into high fruit, low moisture products.

A unique process full of advantages: We are flexible in our formulation design. Flavours, colours and nutritional benefits of the fruits are near-complete retained – untainted by artificial additives or preservatives.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

- IFS
- Organic
- Kosher
- Halal
- RSPO

**FRUITY X FACTOR**

Anything goes: We process almost any fruit or fruit blend – with up to 100% fruit content. Vegetable variations or mixes are also possible. Vitamins, minerals, electrolytes, prebiotics, probiotics and fibre: A wide range of our products can be perfectly supplemented, to target specific health needs or capture on-pack marketing claims.

**FORMULATION OPTIONS**

- Up to 100% fruit
- No added sugar
- Allergen-, gluten- and fat-free
- No artificial flavourings
- Baby grade
- Freeze, thaw and bake-stable
- Addition of e.g. seeds possible

**PRODUCT FEATURES**

- High fruit content
- Custom fruit blends
- Flexible format and formulation design
- High Brix
- Low water activity (aW)
- Long shelf-life
- No artificial additives or preservatives
- Pip and stone free
- Soft bite due to unique pectin gel structure
PERFECT PARTNERS: Our Granulates are incomparable in taste and texture. With their high fruit content, they transfer a healthy thrill to a cornucopia of applications. Thereby we offer a lot more than conventional standards. We focus on application-specific solutions in a range of regular and irregular cut-sizes. The result: maximum visual appeal and even distribution in the final product.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- High dry matter
- 0.30–0.65 aW
- Natural flavour and colour
- High Brix
- Free flowing
- More than fruit: caramel, coconut, custard, tomato, carrot, ginger...

IDEAL FOR
- BAKERY
- CONFECTIONERY
- CHOCOLATE
- CEREALS
- PILLOWS & WAFERS
- SNACK BARS

STANDARD FORMATS
- Regular cut: 4 x 5 mm, 6.9 mm, 10 x 12 mm
- Irregular cut: 2 – 4 mm, 3 – 5 mm
- Flakes: medium, large

IDEAL FOR
- BAKERY
- CEREALS
- CLUSTERS
- CHOCOLATE
- SNACK BARS
- CONFECTIONERY

PACKAGING FORMATS
- 20 kg pail
- 260 kg drum
- 1200 kg container

FRUIT GRANULATES

HIGH BRIX PASTES

We fulfill every need: Blendings, fillings and fondant solutions with high-fruit content – Our wide range of High Brix Pastes is designed for a tailor-made fit in any application. State-of-the-art technology meets world-class expertise – We provide delicious fruit pastes for chocolate, bakery, wafers, snack bars and more. Our ambition: Perfect fillings, customised to your project requirements and machinery assets.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Natural flavour and colour
- 0.30–0.70 aW
- 73°–84° Brix
- Variable viscosity
- Bake stable / no boiling out of open-ends
- Easy dosage in extruders, co-extruders, dough-encrusting machines and depositors

IDEAL FOR
- BAKERY
- CONFECTIONERY
- CHOCOLATE
- CEREALS
- PILLOWS & WAFERS
- SNACK BARS

PACKAGING FORMATS
- 20 kg pail
- 260 kg drum
- 1200 kg container
PURE FRUIT SHAPES

FRUIT SHAPES without added sugar – promise pleasure without guilt. This naturally delicious creation revolutionised the snack market – focussing on genuine taste. After all, only pure fruit components are embedded in the product – offering unique marketing opportunities for innovative brands.

True to the motto ‘5 a Day’, the high fruit content helps to meet the needs of daily ‘portion of fruit’ claims. Perfectly aligned formulations enable our customers to capture market segmentations and give their brand the competitive edge.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Made from fruit purees and juices
- Up to 700g fruit per 100g fruit shapes
- Clean label
- Custom shapes
- Soft bite
- Vegetarian/vegan

IDEAL FOR
- SNACKS
- TRAIL MIXES
- BREAKFAST CEREALS

FRUIT JUICE DROPS

Whether eaten alone – as delicate snack or in a mix – or as a versatile ingredient: Our mouth watering FRUIT JUICE DROPS contain up to 100 % juice. When baked, they create soft, jammy fruit spots, which are perfect for cakes and muffins. Panned in chocolate, or added to chocolate tablets, they create a hilarious fruit burst in every bite.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Made with up to 100% fruit
- Unique rounded shape
- Semi bake-stable
- Soft bite
- Vegetarian/vegan
- Addition of nutritional supplements possible
- Standard: 2 000 drops/kg

STANDARD FORMATS
- 8 mm – 3 000 Drops/kg
- 10 mm – 2 000 Drops/kg
- 20 mm – 700 Drops/kg
Soft and jammy, but shape-stable fruity drops in breads and muffins or vitamin-packed pastry-filings? The highly concentrated Granulates, High Brix Pastes and Fruit Juice Drops from Paradise Fruits Solutions offer a world of possibilities to the creative baker and innovative manufacturer. In conjunction we’ll find the perfect fruit solution for your baked goods.

MANUFACTURING ADVANTAGES

- Real fruit ingredients
- No messy preparation
- No pre-soaking required
- Bake-stable formulations
- Long shelf-life
- Free flowing

Chocolate and Co. with that certain something: Fruit ingredients enhance simple sweets into fancy confectionery. Paradise Fruits Solutions offers unique expertise in this particular field. The Granulates, Pastes and Drops developed by us, blend in effortlessly in our customers moulding processes.

Innovative products panned or enrobed in delicious chocolate? We arouse your idea! Paste and fruit fillings often require specific product development: We generate ideal solutions in close cooperation with you.

APPLICATIONS

RIGHT INTO THE OVEN

SWEET TEMPTATIONS
CRUNCHY DREAM TEAM

They are extremely popular and available in infinite variations: Snack Bars are a favoured consumer choice between-meals – from premium muesli or granola bars to protein bars and co-extruded fruit-filled bars. Our Pastes, Granulates, Fruit Shapes and Fruit Juice Drops are the ideal ingredients, to upgrade your bar-project or cereal in a fruity and natural way.

Soft, fat-free fruit fillings – coated by a crunchy cereal pillow – are the healthy revolution at the breakfast table. We conjure fruity pleasure to the spoon. Our unique product range of sizes and formats guarantees an even product distribution.

FRUIT REVOLUTION

Healthy snacking is on the rise. Make your brand stand out with our range of Pure Fruit Shapes, Fruit Juice Drops and Natural Fruit Bars. From ready-to-eat formats to healthy fruit snacks – our innovative portfolio leaves nothing to be desired. Moreover, we are problem solvers and idea generators: Our customers have been trusting us for decades in their development projects. We are ready to help you too!

TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS

- Custom solutions
- Unique formulations
- Baby grade
- Organic
- Fruit claims
- Addition of vitamins, minerals e.g.